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Simulation of Various Classifications
Results using WEKA
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Abstract – In this paper, we focused on the construction of
class association rules and classification model. In knowledge
discovery process association rule mining and classification are
two important techniques of data mining and widely used in
various fields. In order to mine only rules that can be used for
prediction, we modified the well known association rule mining
algorithm - Apriori to handle user-defined input constraints. The
paper tries to explain the basics of class association rule mining
and classification through WEKA. This article presents how
problems of classification and prediction can be solved using
class association rules. In the simulation on WEKA, we have
used selected classification techniques to propose the appropriate
result from our training dataset. Thus, by using the simulated
results, we suggest the classification using association rules.
Keywords: Association
classification, Data mining.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Generally, association rule mining [1] and classification
rule mining [2] are the two most popular techniques in data
mining. Both of association rules and classification rules are
represented as if-then type rules. However, there are some
differences between them. Association rules are generally
used as descriptive tools, which give the association
relationships to the specific application experts,
While classification rules are used for predicting the
unseen testing data. Therefore, the evaluations of the two
type of rules are different. Association rules are typically
evaluated by the application experts, while classification
rules are evaluated by the classification accuracy of testing
data.
In order to discover the strongly correlated rules, many
kinds of measures have been proposed to evaluate the
interestingness of patterns, such as famous support and
confidence [1]. However, there are so many measures
proposed and different measures have different properties
which usually lead to different and conflicting results. Some
studies investigate that there is no optimal measure which is
better than others in all applications [3], [4]. Therefore,
given a specific application, finding the appropriate measure
becomes the essential problem in data mining.
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classification is to build a model in training dataset to
predict the class of future objects whose class label is not
known[4],[5].
The idea of use association rule mining in Classification
was first introduced in 1997 by[4],[6] and it was named as
class association rule mining or associative classification.
The first classifier based on association rules was CBA [7]
given by Liu et al. in 1998. Later, some improved classifiers
were given. More research is going on to design even
improved classifiers.
Class association rule mining process can be decomposed
in three parts.
1. First find frequent item sets and frequent class
association rules.
2. Second we find the strong class association rules by
pruning the weak rules.
3. Design a classifier [2].
Various methods [4],[6],[7] are common to accomplish
the class association rule. In our work, we have simulated
class association rules and classifier in the WEKA
framework. WEKA is a data mining system developed at the
University of Waikato and has become very popular among
the academic community working on data mining. We have
chosen to develop this system in WEKA as we realize the
usefulness of having such a classifier in the WEKA
environment.
II. ASSOCIATION RULE MIMING
Association rule mining is a widely-used approach in data
mining or knowledge discovery. Association rules are
capable of revealing all interesting relationships in a
potentially large database. The abundance of information
captured in the set of association rules can be used not only
for describing the relationships in the database, but also for
discriminating between different kinds or classes of
database instances [8]. An association rule is defined as
“Let I = {i1,i2,…..im} be a set of literals, called items. Let
D be a set of transactions(database), where each transaction
T is a set of items such that T I. TID indicates a unique
transaction identifier. An association rule is an implication
of the form XY, X
I and Y
I and X ∩ Y = Φ. X is
called antecedent while Y is called the consequence of the
rule.”
There two measurements in association rule mining are
support and confidence. The support corresponds to the
frequency of the pattern while confidence indicates rule’s
strength.

Data mining algorithms have well taken up challenges for
data analysis in large database. Association rule mining is
one of the key data-mining tasks in which associability of
the items is discovered in training database [1]-[3].
Classification is another data mining tasks. The objective of
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of the X  C, where X is association of some or all object
features and C is class label of that object.
The algorithmic approach for classification using
association rules can be divided into association rule mining
and pruning and from that, getting classification rules.
Figure 4.1 provides a graphical overview of the entire
process.

Rules that satisfy both the minimum support threshold
and minimum confidence threshold are said to be strong.
Suppose dataset contain 4 transaction had shown in Table I.
Table I. A dataset

Let minimum support is 50% and the minimum
confidence is 50 % then the then we have rules,
A  C (50%, 66.6%)
C  A (50%, 100%)
III. CLASSIFICATION
Classification is another data mining tasks, can be defined
as learning a function that maps (classifies) a data instance
into one of several predefined class labels. When
classification models are constructed from rules, often they
are represented as a decision list. Classification rules are of
the form P  C, where P is a pattern in the training data and
C is a predefined class label (target).
The objective of classification is to build a model in
training dataset to predict the class of future objects whose
class label is not known[9]. There are two major issues in
classification,
1. Preparing the data for classification and prediction
2. Comparing classification and prediction methods
There are commonly used classification techniques which
extract relevant relationship in the data are Artificial neural
networks, Decision trees, Bayesian Method[10] etc.
Association and classification rules are represented as ifthen type rules. However, there are some differences
between them. Association rules are generally used as
descriptive tools, which give the association relationships to
the specific application experts, while classification rules are
used for predicting the unseen testing data. However, a
major problem in association rule mining is its complexity.
The result of an arbitrary association rule mining algorithm
is not the set of all possible relationships, but the set of all
interesting ones. That is an important issue of the mining
process, but the quality of the resulting rule set is ignored.
On the other hand there are approaches to investigate the
discriminating power of association rules and use them
according to this to solve a classification problem [11][12].
IV. CLASS ASSOCIASTION RULE MINING
Class association rule mining is a special case of
association rule mining and associative classification finds a
subset of class association rule set to predict the class of
previously unseen data (test data) as accurate as possible
with minimum efforts. This subset of class association rule
set is called associative classifier or simply a classifier. The
problem states of finding a subset of an association rule set
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Figure 4.1
Let we illustrate the class association rule mining with the
training data shown in Table II. It consists three attributes X
(X1, X2, X3), Y (Y1, Y2, Y3), Z (Z1, Z2, Z3) and two class
labels (C1, C2). We assume the min_sup = 30% and
min_conf = 70%. Table III shows the strong class
association rules along with their support and confidence. It
also represents a classifier as the rules are sorted according
to confidence they hold.
Table II

Table III

As explained above, the mining of association rules is a
typical data mining task that works in an unsupervised
manner. A major advantage of association rules is that they
are theoretically capable of revealing all interesting
relationships in a database. But for practical applications the
number of mined rules is usually too large to be exploited
entirely. This is why the pruning phase is stringent in order
to build accurate and compact
classifiers. The smaller the
number of rules a classifier
needs to approximate the target
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concept satisfactorily, the more human-interpretable is the
result. In addition the classification time for unseen
instances is less when using a smaller rule set. In order to
compare rule mining strategies, the pruning steps can be
simplified. Therefore differences in the mining methods
affect the classifier directly.
V. SIMULATION
WEKA is a data mining system developed at the
University of Waikato and has become very popular among
the academic community working on data mining. The
researcher has chosen to develop this system in WEKA as it
realized the usefulness of having such a classifier in the
WEKA environment. Weka is an open source machine
learning environment with many useful data mining and
machine learning algorithms.
Many other classification systems have been built based
on association rules. In the research paper, there is an
implementation of an association rule-based classifier
system in the WEKA framework. The researcher has
selected the dataset given in the Table IV which depicts the
information about different possibilities of the play to occur
on the basis of weather. Thus in the Table IV outlook,
temperature, humidity and windy are antecedent and play is
consequence.
Table IV

class attribute. Minimum support can be set in lower bond
minimum support field. The above procedure of fields under
the Apriopri algorithm is shown in the Figure 5.2 By using
the above fields under Apirori algorithm, the researcher gets
the same value of consequence of association rules forming
class association rules (Figure 5.3) as mention in the class
Index field of Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.4 shows different testing option for classification
available in WEKA framework. In that first user training set
option takes whole training data set as a testing. Second
option sets the testing dataset which have same attribute and
class value. Then next option divides dataset in number of
given folds and test on each by generating rules from all
other folds. And last option divides the dataset in some
percentage and takes one for training and other for testing.
Table V shows correctly and incorrectly classify instance
with different testing options.
Table V Testing options
Testing option
Correct
Incorrect
Classify
Classify
Instance %
Instance %
Training set

100

0.0

Supplied test set

55.5

44.5

Cross validation
folds=10

57.14

42.85

Percentage
split 62.5
37.5
(40%)
From the above table V the Evaluation graphs for
correctly and incorrectly classify instance is shown in Figure
5.5
120
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One such work includes merging the Apriori
implementation in Weka for rule generation and J4.8 –
Weka’s implementation of the C4.5 decision tree algorithm for classification. As the researcher wants to
classify the data using association mining, in which the class
attribute (consequence) should remain common for the data
mined rules. But by applying the simple Apriori algorithm
for association rule mining, one gets different values of
consequence in association rules given in the Figure 5.1
As researcher want to study class association rule mining
and the same can be done by Apriopri algorithm with an
option of car in WEKA. If car is selected or enabled then
classification rules are mined instead of general association
rules. As required class attribute in the class association rule
mining, one can define it by the field class index in the
given apriopri algorithm. Class index is the index of the
class attribute. If it is set to (-1) the last attribute is taken as
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Figure 5.5 Evaluation Graph
Here researcher uses J48 - Weka’s implementation of the
C45 decision tree algorithm - for classification. The
classification result of J48 algorithm with 10 folds cross
validation testing option is shown in the Figure 5.6. As the
classification result gives more pruned rules then class
association rules. Thus we can get classifier, using class
association rules by applying some pruning algorithm (e.g.
Finding subset of the rules with greater confidence value) on
the result of class association rule mining.
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VI. CONCLUTION
Use of association rule for classification is novel approach
in data mining. Classification rules are just subset of
association rules. In this paper first association rules and
then class association rules are discovered they are pruned
to get qualitative and sufficient classification rules. The
approach described in this paper can be very helpful and
efficient if there is an application where both kind of
knowledge is required (association among attributes and
classification of objects). Further, this approach can be
compared with other classification approaches like decision
tree, neural network, rule based classifiers etc. in terms of
accuracy and efficiency.
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Figure 5.1
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Figure 5.2
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Figure 5.3

Figure 5.4
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Figure 5.6
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